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This water-to-air heat pump system qualifies for the 
state Geothermal Tax Credit, which is 25 percent of the 
initial cost, or $1,000, whichever amount is less. This value 
should be included in the present value. 

From the 15-Year Present Value Listing: 
V0 =  (20.9 X P0) +  (Geothermal Tax Credit) 
V„ =   (20.9 X $250) + (.25 X $3,400) 
V0 =   ($5,225) + ($850) 
V0 =  $6,075 

The amount of money this citizen will save by using a 
heat pump rather than an electric furnace will be the dif- 
ference between the above value of "V0" ($6,075) and 
the "system cost difference" ($3,000). The amount of 
money saved will be $3,075 in today's dollars. 

Note, the maintenance cost of a heat pump has not 
been included in the present-value calculations due to a 
lack of reliable data. 

As a check, a similar calculation may be completed 
using the 10-Year Present Value Listing. To ensure a safe 
recovery of your investment, the value of "V0" (from iO- 
Year Present Value Listing) should not exceed the "sys- 
tem cost difference." 

For this example, from the 10-Year Present Value List- 
ing: 

V0 =   (12.55 X P0) +  (Geothermal Tax Credit) 
V0 =   (12.55 X $250) + (.25 X $3,400) 
V0 =   ($3,137.50) + ($850) 
V0 =  $3,987.50 

Since "Vn"  ($3,987.50) is greater than the "system cost 
difference"   ($3,000),  this  would be  considered  a  safe 
investment. 

Some Helpful Tips in Selecting a Heat Pump 

Warranty 
A standard factory warranty (from a good manufac- 

turer) will cover all parts for the first year. The factoiy 
warranty covers the compressor for 5 years. The home- 
owner pays for other parts and for all labor from the 
second year. 

Service contract 
Manufacturers of the best heat pumps offer a national 

service contract, which is essentially an insurance policy 
for the second through fifth year. If you buy the service 
contract (usually for about $50 per year), all parts and 
labor are covered for this time period. The contractor also 
may offer semiannual inspections for an additional fee. 

The Alabama Power Company has collected years of 
data on heat pump reliability (which is not made public 
for legal reasons), and advises: "Buy from a manufacturer 
that offers a national service contract. All good ones do." 

Features 
A heat pump should have a filter/drier in the refrig- 

erant line to filter out moisture and dirt. It should also 

have a crankcase heater. This boils off liquid refrigerant 
in the compressor, where only gaseous refrigerant should 
be. 

Options 
Outdoor thermostats are a good investment, except in 

warm climates. These insure that the backup heat does not 
come on unless the temperature outside drops below a cer- 
tain level. Another good option is a warning light on the 
indoor thermostat that alerts you if you're using the aux- 
iliary electric resistance. Without the warning light, you 
might not know you were on backup—until the bill came. 
Heat pumps using a well water source should have a sep- 
arator or strainer in the well water line to keep sand from 
entering the heat pump. 

The contractor 
Selecting a competent contractor is important. Choose 

a contractor who has had factory training. Find out how 
long the contractor has been installing heat pumps and ask 
for a list of satisfied customers. If you're interested in a 
water source heat pump be sure that the experience in- 
cludes this type of unit and not just air-to-air heat pumps. 
Their installation details are very different. 

History 

The heat pump is more than 100 years old. Lord Kelvin 
presented a paper before the Glasgow Philosophical Soci- 
ety on December 1, 1852, concerning the use of an air-to- 
air heat pump for the heating or cooling of buildings. In 
1877, after consulting with Lord Kelvin, Messrs. Bell and 
J. J. Coleman developed a heat pump for mechanically re- 
frigerating meat during overseas transit. Significant com- 
mercial applications of the heat pump were postponed 
until after World War I, however, due to the relatively low 
cost of existing heating equipment and its operating costs. 
Heat pumps first appeared in Europe, but did not become 
popular until electrical energy became available at lower 
cost. During the 1920's, heat pump installations appeared 
for cooling only, followed by heating installations in the 
1930's. Heat pump development came to a standstill dur- 
ing World War II, then was resumed with renewed vigor 
following the war. 

In the United States, during the 1950's, many residen- 
tial heat pumps were installed. Problems developed be- 
cause the compressors were undersized and designed for 
refrigeration applications rather than for space heating. 
Nevertheless, substantially improved heat pumps are man- 
ufactured today and are as sound an investment as the 
common residential refrigerator, which is also a heat pump. 

Recent developments in federal tax credits for 
geothermal devices indicate that ground-water- 
source heat pumps may also qualify for this federal 
tax credit. This is in addition to the state tax credit. 

Recent Developments 

In November 1979 the Oregon Department of Energy 
adopted new rules regarding tax eligibility for residential 
alternate energy devices. In particular, geothermal assisted 
heat pumps are eligible for a tax credit provided the water 
source temperature is 650F or greater and provided they 
are added at the time the geothermal well is drilled. Addi- 
tional information can be obtained from the Department 
through their toll-free access number 800 452-7813. 
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A heat pump is an energy efficient device that can both 
heat and cool a building. While heating, it uses significantly 
less electrical energy than an electric resistance furnace. 
The heat pump takes energy from outside air or well water 
and supplies this energy to the house for space heating. 
The cooler outside air or well water is called the heat 
source, and the air inside the house is called the heat sink. 
For summer cooling, the system is reversed; the air inside 
the house is the heat source and the outside air or well 
water is the heat sink. 

Heat pumps may be classified according to the medium 
used as the heat source and heat sink. A few of the more 
common classifications of heat pumps are: air-to-air, water- 
to-air, and water-to-water. The most commonly used heat 
pump for residential applications is the air-to-air type. 
Nevertheless, the water-to-air heat pump is becoming 
more popular due to its greater efficiency, greater flexibil- 
ity, reduced noise, and more dependable performance than 
the air-to-air heat pump. 

A heat pump consists of a compressor, condenser, ex- 
pansion valve, and evaporator with a closed refrigerant 
loop connecting these components (see Figure 1). 

-EVAPORATOR CONDENSER_ 
REFRIGERANT LOOP 

HEATABSORBED 
BY REFRIGERANT 

HEAT GIVEN UP 
BY REFRIGERANT 

Figure I. Air-to-air heat pump cycle. 

How Heat Pumps Work 

The name "heat pump" comes from the fact that the 
compressor of this machine seems to be "pumping" heat. 
The concept can be described by drawing an analogy be- 
tween the flow of heat and the flow of water. 

The driving force behind the flow of water may be an 
elevation difference. Similarly, the driving force behind 
the flow of heat is a temperature difference. Energy must 
be used by a "water pump" to overcome the driving force 
to transfer water from a lower elevation to a higher eleva- 
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tion. It is consistent with this analogy for energy to be 
used also by a "heat pump" to overcome the driving force 
to transfer heat from a lower temperature source to a 
higher temperature sink. This is indeed the case. With the 
use of a relatively small amount of electrical energy to 
drive a heat pump, it is possible to make abundant lower 
temperature energy available for higher temperature en- 
ergy applications, such as space heating a house. This is 
the concept by which heat is made available, but how does 
a heat pump transfer energy from the source to the sink 
(the space to be heated)? 

Air-to-air systems 

A description of the heating cycle of an air-to-air heat 
pump (Figure 1) will help you understand how a heat 
pump delivers heat to a house. The refrigerant, starting as 
a low temperature, low pressure vapor, enters a compres- 
sor driven by an electric motor. The refrigerant leaves the 
compressor as a hot, dense vapor and flows through a heat 
exchanger called the condenser, which transfers heat from 
the hot refrigerant to the room air, condensing the refrig- 
erant. 

The cooled high pressure refrigerant then passes 
through a device called an expansion valve. The expan- 
sion valve causes the pressure to drop, some of the refrig- 
erant vaporizes, and the temperature of the refrigerant 
drops. It next passes through a second heat exchanger, the 
evaporator, where heat transfer from the outside air heat 
source to the refrigerant takes place. The refrigerant flows 
to the compressor to complete the cycle. 

A heat pump becomes an air conditioner for cooling 
room air if the path of the refrigerant through the heat 
pump is reversed by a series of valves. The heat exchanger 
in contact with the room air now becomes the evaporator, 
and the heat exchanger in contact with the outside air is 
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now the condenser. The evaporator cools the room air 
blown through it. The compressor then receives the refrig- 
erant vapor, which is compressed to a hot, dense vapor 
and passes through the condenser. At this point, the hot 
refrigerant gives up energy to the cooler outside air. 
Finally, the refrigerant passes through the expansion valve 
and to the evaporator again, ready to absorb more energy. 

Since a heat pump supplies more heating or cooling 
capacity than the amount of electrical energy used to run 
it, a Coefficient of Performance (C.O.P.) is usually used to 
describe a heat pump's performance. The C.O.P. is the 
ratio of the energy delivered to the room divided by the 
electrical energy needed to run the heat pump. The higher 
the C.O.P. the more efficiently the heat pump is operating. 
The C.O.P. is related to the heat source temperature in 
such a way that as the source temperature drops so does 
the C.O.P. This is because a heat pump must do more 
work to take heat from a lower temperature source than 
from a higher temperature source. 

In selecting a heat pump for your house what features 
will most suit your needs? Generally, the availability and 
handling of the heat source is the first consideration. 

The air-to-air heat pump is quite convenient to install 
on a house because of easy access to the heat source (air). 
This heat pump is usually in two sections: an evaporator 
unit with a fan is placed outside the building connected by 
refrigerant lines to a condenser unit with a fan inside the 
building. The outside unit and fan may provide a signifi- 
cant noise source to your neighborhood if not carefully se- 
lected and installed. The C.O.P. of this heat pump fluctu- 
ates with the outside air temperature; therefore, its per- 
formance will vary more widely than the water source heat 
pumps. Its worst performance (lowest C.O.P.) will occur 
during the coldest weather when you need it most! More- 
over, since an air-to-air heat pump's performance is typi- 
cally optimized for a "balance point" outside air tempera- 
ture of approximately 41° F, its C.O.P. does not improve 
significantly with higher outside air temperatures (50° F 
and above). For outside air temperatures below the "bal- 
ance point," the user must rely on an additional (and 
costly)   heat source,  usually electric  resistance  heating. 

Frost formation on the outside evaporator coil is associ- 
ated with air-to-air heat pumps operating in low tempera- 
ture humid air. Most units have built-in controls for de- 
frosting; however, the defrost cycle requires additional 
energy and significantly increases the potential for system 
failure. Depending on the system design and the air tem- 
perature in your area, an air-to-air residential heat pump 
in Oregon will produce an average heating C.O.P. of 2 to 
2.5. Less apparent advantages of an air-to-air heat pump 
include contractor familiarity with the installation and 
relatively low installation costs. Also, electric furnaces are 
available which may later be converted to an air-to-air heat 
pump. This is an advantage for those who are undecided 
or cannot afford a heat pump at this time. 

Water-to-air systems 
The water-to-air heat pump uses a well or other water 

supply as a heat source. Due to the added inconvenience 
and unknown expense of having to drill a well (or even two 
wells for a water supply and water return), this heat pump 
has been less popular than the air-to-air heat pump. Never- 

theless, Oregon is especially well suited to water-source 
heat pumps. Mild winter conditions, such as those in the 
Willamette Valley, along with abundant, non-corrosive and 
clean ground water are ideal for a water-source heat pump. 
Ground water in the Willamette Valley maintains a con- 
stant year round temperature typically of 50° F to 55° F- 
This dependable source of heat produces an average 
C.O.P. of 2.5 to 3.0 for space heating a house. A home 
heating bill can be reduced to approximately 30 to 40 per- 
cent of what electric resistance heating would cost with 
the use of a water-to-air heat pump. 

Water-to-water systems 
A water-to-water heat pump is usually used in large 

buildings due to its relatively high C.O.P. and greater flex- 
ibility as both a heating and cooling unit. This heat pump 
is now available in smaller capacities which are suitable to 
use in residences. The water-to-water heat pump generally 
has the highest average C.O.P. of the three types of heat 
pumps discussed here. Due to its relatively recent applica- 
tion as a low capacity residential heating and cooling sys- 
tem, very few have been installed in houses and there is a 
lack of practical experience associated with this type of 
heat pump. Nevertheless, the water-to-water heat pump 
may prove to be especially useful in certain solar-assisted 
heat pump applications. 

The Solar-Assisted Heat Pump 

The performance of a heat pump may be improved 
by properly combining a heat pump and a solar energy 
system. The result may be a more energy efficient system. 
This is called a "solar-assisted heat pump system" and may 
be classified into three basic categories: parallel, series, and 
dual system. 

Parallel systems 
A parallel solar heat pump system is a heat pump and 

solar system serving a single residence yet acting inde- 
pendently of one another (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2.   Parallel solar-assisted heat pump system. 

The heat pump is usually an air-to-air unit with the 
condenser coil in the supply duct. Water, which has been 
heated by a solar collector, is piped through a coil in the 

supply duct until the temperature drops to a predetermined 
point. At this point, the heat pump is activated. If the 
outside temperature drops too low, an auxiliary electric 
resistance heater in the heat pump is activated. The per- 
formance of the heat pump does not benefit from the col- 
lection of solar heat; it simply runs less. The most apparent 
benefit of this system is that it is relatively simple. 

Series systems 
A series solar heat pump system has the heat pump 

located between the solar storage tank and the house sup- 
ply duct (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Series solar-assisted heat pump system. 

The heat pump is usually a water-to-air unit, with the 
condenser coil in the supply duct and the storage water 
piped to the evaporator located in the heat pump. If the 
storage tank is at a temperature between 45 and 85° F, 
the heat pump will use this water source for space heating 
the residence. When the storage tank is above this tem- 
perature range, by-pass valves direct the water source to 
coils in the supply duct for d.'rect solar heating. Below this 
temperature range an auxiliary electric resistance heater 
is used for the necessary space heating requirement. The 
heat pump and solar system complement one another. The 
solar system pre-heats the water source to the heat pump 
thereby increasing its C.O.P. The heat pump draws heat 
from the solar storage tank, decreasing the average temper- 
ature of the circulating solar collector fluid, thereby in- 
creasing the thermal efficiency of the entire solar system. 

Dual systems 
A dual source solar heat pump system has a heat pump 

with two evaporator coils in different locations. One evap- 
orator uses the storage tank water source, and the other 
uses an outside air source (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Dual source solar-assisted heat pump system. 

The heat pump utilizes heat from the higher tempera- 
ture source through an arrangement of valves allowing it 
to switch from one evaporator to the other to maximize its 
C.O.P. This system attempts to combine the best features 
of both the parallel and series systems. 

How Much Should Be Spent on the System? 

The present value (V0) of installing a heat pump or 
solar-assisted heat pump that will conserve energy for 
either a 10- or 15-year system lifetime can be determined 
from the accompanying lists. The quantity "P0" is the 
present value of the electricity saved annually by the sys- 
tem. The quantity "F" is the yearly electricity cost escala- 
tion rate above the yearly inflation rate. The quantity "I" 
is the annual worth of money or discount rate above infla- 
tion. Values of "V0" are listed in terms of "Po-" 

10-Year Present Value Listing 

15-Year Present Value Listing 

I F Vo 

-.01 0.00 10.57 x Po 

-.01 .02 11.83 x Po 

-.01 .03 12.55 x P, ... Example 

0.00 .02 11.17 xPo 

0.00 ,03 11.81 xPo 

0.00 .04 12.49 x P„ 

.01 .01 10.0  xP„ 

.01 .03 11.16 xPo 

.01 .06 13.17 xP„ 

.02 .01 9.48 x Po 

.02 .02 10.0  xF„ 

.02 .03 10.56 x Po 

.02 .04 11.14 xPo 

.02 .06 12.43 x P„ 

.03 .02 9.48 x P„ 

.03 .04 10.55 x P„ 

.03 .06 11.75 xPo 

.04 .02 9.00 x Po 

.04 .03 9.49 x Po 

.04 .06 11.12 xPo 

.05 .02 8.56 x Po 

.05 .03 9.01 x P„ 

.05 .04 9.49 x Po 

.05 .03 9.01 x Po 

.05 .04 9.49 x P„ 

.05 .06 10.54 x Po 

.06 .02 8.14 xPo 

.06 .03 8.57 x Po 

.06 .04 9.02 x Po 

.08 .02 7.40 x P« 

.08 .03 7.78 x Po 

.08 .04 8.18 xPo 

.08 .06 9.03 x Po 

I 

 :  
F Vo 

-.01 0.00 16.27 x P. 

-.01 .02 19.21 x Po 

-.01 .03 20.90 xP, .. . Example 

0.00 .02 17.64 x Po 

0.00 .03 19.16 x P0 

0.00 .04 20.82 x Po 

.01 .01 15.0  xPo 

.01 .03 17.61 x Po 

.01 .06 22.56 x Po 

.02 .01 13.88 x Po 

.02 .02 15.0   xPo 

.02 .03 16.23 x Po 

.02 .04 17.58 x Po 

.02 .06 20.69 xPo 

.03 .02 13.89 xPo 

.03 .04 16.22 x Po 

.03 .06 19.02 x Po 

.04 .02 12.89 x Po 

.04 .03 13.90 xPo 

.04 .06 17.53 x Po 

.05 .02 11.99 xPo 

.05 .03 12.91 x P„ 

.05 .04 13.91 x P„ 

.05 .06 16.20 x P. 

.06 .02 11.18 xPo 

.06 .03 12.01 x P. 

.06 .04 12.92 x Po 

.08 .02 9.79 x F, 

.08 .03 10.48 x Po 

.08 .04 11.24 xPo 

.08 .06 12.96 x Po 

There is no way of being absolutely certain about the 
values for "I" and "F"; however, a reasonable estimate can 
be made. For an individual homeowner with limited in- 
vestment opportunities I = .02 is a reasonable estimate. 
Nevertheless, "I" may have a higher or lower value based 
on a financing cost, which may vary according to the size 
of the loan, and the lending institution, and other consider- 
ations. A reasonable estimate for the annual escalation rate 
of the cost of electricity above inflation is F = .03 for 
Oregon. Please note, the above present value calculations 
do not include any solar and/or geothermal tax incentives 
that may apply. 

Solar and Geothermal Tax Credit 

The air-to-air heat pump is not eligible for a state tax 
credit; however, the water-to-air and water-to-water heat 
pumps are eligible for a tax credit under most circum- 
stances because they are energy-conserving geothermal 
devices. To be eligible, you must be able to show the 
water source heat pump will conserve 10 percent more 
energy compared to a similar size air-to-air heat pump op- 
erating in your area. 

Before installing a solar-assisted heat pump system, be 
sure to apply for both the Oregon state as well as the fed- 
eral tax incentives. For the series and dual source solar- 
assisted heat pump systems, the heat pumps are also eli- 
gible for the Oregon state tax credit, since they are an inte- 
gral part of the solar system. 

It is a requirement of the Oregon tax incentive program 
that the owner must apply before the system is installed. 
The Oregon Department of Energy (111 Labor & Indus- 
tries Bldg., Salem 97310, phone 378-4040) can provide 
details on what qualifies for the tax incentive program. 

Example: Application of Present Value 
Calculation 

The following example will help to demonstrate how 
the "present value" calculation may be used to determine 
the value of installing and operating a heat pump versus 
an electric furnace over a 15-year period. 

A citizen is going to build a 1,500 square foot energy- 
conserving house. The house (including water-to-air heat 
pump) will be financed with an Oregon Veterans' Loan 
borrowed at 5.9 percent. This rate is 1 percent less than 
the average predicted inflation rate (I = -.01) for the ex- 
pected system "lifetime." The cost of electricity is ex- 
pected to rise at 3 percent greater than the inflation rate (F 
= .03). From information supplied by the local utility, 
this citizen has determined that $250 will be saved in 
heating bills during the first year (P0 = $250) by oper- 
ating a water-to-air heat pump as compared to operating 
an electric furnace. The cost of this particular heat pump 
plus the cost of the well would be $3,400. The initial cost 
of installing a particular electric furnace rather than this 
heat pump would be $400. The difference between the 
cost of the heat pump and the electric furnace is defined 
here as the "system cost difference" which is $3,000. The 
expected "system lifetime" of many heat pumps manufac- 
tured today is between 10 and 20 years. This citizen will 
assume a 15-year "system lifetime." 

The following necessary information has been ob- 
tained to proceed with a present value calculation of this 
particular heat pump system: 

I  = 
F  = 

Pn    = 
"System Lifetime" 

"System Cost Difference" 

-.01 
.03 

$250 
15 years 
$3,000 
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This water-to-air heat pump system qualifies for the 
state Geothermal Tax Credit, which is 25 percent of the 
initial cost, or $1,000, whichever amount is less. This value 
should be included in the present value. 

From the 15-Year Present Value Listing: 
V0 =  (20.9 X P0) +  (Geothermal Tax Credit) 
V„ =   (20.9 X $250) + (.25 X $3,400) 
V0 =   ($5,225) + ($850) 
V0 =  $6,075 

The amount of money this citizen will save by using a 
heat pump rather than an electric furnace will be the dif- 
ference between the above value of "V0" ($6,075) and 
the "system cost difference" ($3,000). The amount of 
money saved will be $3,075 in today's dollars. 

Note, the maintenance cost of a heat pump has not 
been included in the present-value calculations due to a 
lack of reliable data. 

As a check, a similar calculation may be completed 
using the 10-Year Present Value Listing. To ensure a safe 
recovery of your investment, the value of "V0" (from iO- 
Year Present Value Listing) should not exceed the "sys- 
tem cost difference." 

For this example, from the 10-Year Present Value List- 
ing: 

V0 =   (12.55 X P0) +  (Geothermal Tax Credit) 
V0 =   (12.55 X $250) + (.25 X $3,400) 
V0 =   ($3,137.50) + ($850) 
V0 =  $3,987.50 

Since "Vn"  ($3,987.50) is greater than the "system cost 
difference"   ($3,000),  this  would be  considered  a  safe 
investment. 

Some Helpful Tips in Selecting a Heat Pump 

Warranty 
A standard factory warranty (from a good manufac- 

turer) will cover all parts for the first year. The factoiy 
warranty covers the compressor for 5 years. The home- 
owner pays for other parts and for all labor from the 
second year. 

Service contract 
Manufacturers of the best heat pumps offer a national 

service contract, which is essentially an insurance policy 
for the second through fifth year. If you buy the service 
contract (usually for about $50 per year), all parts and 
labor are covered for this time period. The contractor also 
may offer semiannual inspections for an additional fee. 

The Alabama Power Company has collected years of 
data on heat pump reliability (which is not made public 
for legal reasons), and advises: "Buy from a manufacturer 
that offers a national service contract. All good ones do." 

Features 
A heat pump should have a filter/drier in the refrig- 

erant line to filter out moisture and dirt. It should also 

have a crankcase heater. This boils off liquid refrigerant 
in the compressor, where only gaseous refrigerant should 
be. 

Options 
Outdoor thermostats are a good investment, except in 

warm climates. These insure that the backup heat does not 
come on unless the temperature outside drops below a cer- 
tain level. Another good option is a warning light on the 
indoor thermostat that alerts you if you're using the aux- 
iliary electric resistance. Without the warning light, you 
might not know you were on backup—until the bill came. 
Heat pumps using a well water source should have a sep- 
arator or strainer in the well water line to keep sand from 
entering the heat pump. 

The contractor 
Selecting a competent contractor is important. Choose 

a contractor who has had factory training. Find out how 
long the contractor has been installing heat pumps and ask 
for a list of satisfied customers. If you're interested in a 
water source heat pump be sure that the experience in- 
cludes this type of unit and not just air-to-air heat pumps. 
Their installation details are very different. 

History 

The heat pump is more than 100 years old. Lord Kelvin 
presented a paper before the Glasgow Philosophical Soci- 
ety on December 1, 1852, concerning the use of an air-to- 
air heat pump for the heating or cooling of buildings. In 
1877, after consulting with Lord Kelvin, Messrs. Bell and 
J. J. Coleman developed a heat pump for mechanically re- 
frigerating meat during overseas transit. Significant com- 
mercial applications of the heat pump were postponed 
until after World War I, however, due to the relatively low 
cost of existing heating equipment and its operating costs. 
Heat pumps first appeared in Europe, but did not become 
popular until electrical energy became available at lower 
cost. During the 1920's, heat pump installations appeared 
for cooling only, followed by heating installations in the 
1930's. Heat pump development came to a standstill dur- 
ing World War II, then was resumed with renewed vigor 
following the war. 

In the United States, during the 1950's, many residen- 
tial heat pumps were installed. Problems developed be- 
cause the compressors were undersized and designed for 
refrigeration applications rather than for space heating. 
Nevertheless, substantially improved heat pumps are man- 
ufactured today and are as sound an investment as the 
common residential refrigerator, which is also a heat pump. 

Recent developments in federal tax credits for 
geothermal devices indicate that ground-water- 
source heat pumps may also qualify for this federal 
tax credit. This is in addition to the state tax credit. 

Recent Developments 

In November 1979 the Oregon Department of Energy 
adopted new rules regarding tax eligibility for residential 
alternate energy devices. In particular, geothermal assisted 
heat pumps are eligible for a tax credit provided the water 
source temperature is 650F or greater and provided they 
are added at the time the geothermal well is drilled. Addi- 
tional information can be obtained from the Department 
through their toll-free access number 800 452-7813. 
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A heat pump is an energy efficient device that can both 
heat and cool a building. While heating, it uses significantly 
less electrical energy than an electric resistance furnace. 
The heat pump takes energy from outside air or well water 
and supplies this energy to the house for space heating. 
The cooler outside air or well water is called the heat 
source, and the air inside the house is called the heat sink. 
For summer cooling, the system is reversed; the air inside 
the house is the heat source and the outside air or well 
water is the heat sink. 

Heat pumps may be classified according to the medium 
used as the heat source and heat sink. A few of the more 
common classifications of heat pumps are: air-to-air, water- 
to-air, and water-to-water. The most commonly used heat 
pump for residential applications is the air-to-air type. 
Nevertheless, the water-to-air heat pump is becoming 
more popular due to its greater efficiency, greater flexibil- 
ity, reduced noise, and more dependable performance than 
the air-to-air heat pump. 

A heat pump consists of a compressor, condenser, ex- 
pansion valve, and evaporator with a closed refrigerant 
loop connecting these components (see Figure 1). 

-EVAPORATOR CONDENSER_ 
REFRIGERANT LOOP 

HEATABSORBED 
BY REFRIGERANT 

HEAT GIVEN UP 
BY REFRIGERANT 

Figure I. Air-to-air heat pump cycle. 

How Heat Pumps Work 

The name "heat pump" comes from the fact that the 
compressor of this machine seems to be "pumping" heat. 
The concept can be described by drawing an analogy be- 
tween the flow of heat and the flow of water. 

The driving force behind the flow of water may be an 
elevation difference. Similarly, the driving force behind 
the flow of heat is a temperature difference. Energy must 
be used by a "water pump" to overcome the driving force 
to transfer water from a lower elevation to a higher eleva- 
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tion. It is consistent with this analogy for energy to be 
used also by a "heat pump" to overcome the driving force 
to transfer heat from a lower temperature source to a 
higher temperature sink. This is indeed the case. With the 
use of a relatively small amount of electrical energy to 
drive a heat pump, it is possible to make abundant lower 
temperature energy available for higher temperature en- 
ergy applications, such as space heating a house. This is 
the concept by which heat is made available, but how does 
a heat pump transfer energy from the source to the sink 
(the space to be heated)? 

Air-to-air systems 

A description of the heating cycle of an air-to-air heat 
pump (Figure 1) will help you understand how a heat 
pump delivers heat to a house. The refrigerant, starting as 
a low temperature, low pressure vapor, enters a compres- 
sor driven by an electric motor. The refrigerant leaves the 
compressor as a hot, dense vapor and flows through a heat 
exchanger called the condenser, which transfers heat from 
the hot refrigerant to the room air, condensing the refrig- 
erant. 

The cooled high pressure refrigerant then passes 
through a device called an expansion valve. The expan- 
sion valve causes the pressure to drop, some of the refrig- 
erant vaporizes, and the temperature of the refrigerant 
drops. It next passes through a second heat exchanger, the 
evaporator, where heat transfer from the outside air heat 
source to the refrigerant takes place. The refrigerant flows 
to the compressor to complete the cycle. 

A heat pump becomes an air conditioner for cooling 
room air if the path of the refrigerant through the heat 
pump is reversed by a series of valves. The heat exchanger 
in contact with the room air now becomes the evaporator, 
and the heat exchanger in contact with the outside air is 
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This water-to-air heat pump system qualifies for the 
state Geothermal Tax Credit, which is 25 percent of the 
initial cost, or $1,000, whichever amount is less. This value 
should be included in the present value. 

From the 15-Year Present Value Listing: 
V0 =  (20.9 X P0) +  (Geothermal Tax Credit) 
V„ =   (20.9 X $250) + (.25 X $3,400) 
V0 =   ($5,225) + ($850) 
V0 =  $6,075 

The amount of money this citizen will save by using a 
heat pump rather than an electric furnace will be the dif- 
ference between the above value of "V0" ($6,075) and 
the "system cost difference" ($3,000). The amount of 
money saved will be $3,075 in today's dollars. 

Note, the maintenance cost of a heat pump has not 
been included in the present-value calculations due to a 
lack of reliable data. 

As a check, a similar calculation may be completed 
using the 10-Year Present Value Listing. To ensure a safe 
recovery of your investment, the value of "V0" (from iO- 
Year Present Value Listing) should not exceed the "sys- 
tem cost difference." 

For this example, from the 10-Year Present Value List- 
ing: 

V0 =   (12.55 X P0) +  (Geothermal Tax Credit) 
V0 =   (12.55 X $250) + (.25 X $3,400) 
V0 =   ($3,137.50) + ($850) 
V0 =  $3,987.50 

Since "Vn"  ($3,987.50) is greater than the "system cost 
difference"   ($3,000),  this  would be  considered  a  safe 
investment. 

Some Helpful Tips in Selecting a Heat Pump 

Warranty 
A standard factory warranty (from a good manufac- 

turer) will cover all parts for the first year. The factoiy 
warranty covers the compressor for 5 years. The home- 
owner pays for other parts and for all labor from the 
second year. 

Service contract 
Manufacturers of the best heat pumps offer a national 

service contract, which is essentially an insurance policy 
for the second through fifth year. If you buy the service 
contract (usually for about $50 per year), all parts and 
labor are covered for this time period. The contractor also 
may offer semiannual inspections for an additional fee. 

The Alabama Power Company has collected years of 
data on heat pump reliability (which is not made public 
for legal reasons), and advises: "Buy from a manufacturer 
that offers a national service contract. All good ones do." 

Features 
A heat pump should have a filter/drier in the refrig- 

erant line to filter out moisture and dirt. It should also 

have a crankcase heater. This boils off liquid refrigerant 
in the compressor, where only gaseous refrigerant should 
be. 

Options 
Outdoor thermostats are a good investment, except in 

warm climates. These insure that the backup heat does not 
come on unless the temperature outside drops below a cer- 
tain level. Another good option is a warning light on the 
indoor thermostat that alerts you if you're using the aux- 
iliary electric resistance. Without the warning light, you 
might not know you were on backup—until the bill came. 
Heat pumps using a well water source should have a sep- 
arator or strainer in the well water line to keep sand from 
entering the heat pump. 

The contractor 
Selecting a competent contractor is important. Choose 

a contractor who has had factory training. Find out how 
long the contractor has been installing heat pumps and ask 
for a list of satisfied customers. If you're interested in a 
water source heat pump be sure that the experience in- 
cludes this type of unit and not just air-to-air heat pumps. 
Their installation details are very different. 

History 

The heat pump is more than 100 years old. Lord Kelvin 
presented a paper before the Glasgow Philosophical Soci- 
ety on December 1, 1852, concerning the use of an air-to- 
air heat pump for the heating or cooling of buildings. In 
1877, after consulting with Lord Kelvin, Messrs. Bell and 
J. J. Coleman developed a heat pump for mechanically re- 
frigerating meat during overseas transit. Significant com- 
mercial applications of the heat pump were postponed 
until after World War I, however, due to the relatively low 
cost of existing heating equipment and its operating costs. 
Heat pumps first appeared in Europe, but did not become 
popular until electrical energy became available at lower 
cost. During the 1920's, heat pump installations appeared 
for cooling only, followed by heating installations in the 
1930's. Heat pump development came to a standstill dur- 
ing World War II, then was resumed with renewed vigor 
following the war. 

In the United States, during the 1950's, many residen- 
tial heat pumps were installed. Problems developed be- 
cause the compressors were undersized and designed for 
refrigeration applications rather than for space heating. 
Nevertheless, substantially improved heat pumps are man- 
ufactured today and are as sound an investment as the 
common residential refrigerator, which is also a heat pump. 

Recent developments in federal tax credits for 
geothermal devices indicate that ground-water- 
source heat pumps may also qualify for this federal 
tax credit. This is in addition to the state tax credit. 

Recent Developments 

In November 1979 the Oregon Department of Energy 
adopted new rules regarding tax eligibility for residential 
alternate energy devices. In particular, geothermal assisted 
heat pumps are eligible for a tax credit provided the water 
source temperature is 650F or greater and provided they 
are added at the time the geothermal well is drilled. Addi- 
tional information can be obtained from the Department 
through their toll-free access number 800 452-7813. 
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A heat pump is an energy efficient device that can both 
heat and cool a building. While heating, it uses significantly 
less electrical energy than an electric resistance furnace. 
The heat pump takes energy from outside air or well water 
and supplies this energy to the house for space heating. 
The cooler outside air or well water is called the heat 
source, and the air inside the house is called the heat sink. 
For summer cooling, the system is reversed; the air inside 
the house is the heat source and the outside air or well 
water is the heat sink. 

Heat pumps may be classified according to the medium 
used as the heat source and heat sink. A few of the more 
common classifications of heat pumps are: air-to-air, water- 
to-air, and water-to-water. The most commonly used heat 
pump for residential applications is the air-to-air type. 
Nevertheless, the water-to-air heat pump is becoming 
more popular due to its greater efficiency, greater flexibil- 
ity, reduced noise, and more dependable performance than 
the air-to-air heat pump. 

A heat pump consists of a compressor, condenser, ex- 
pansion valve, and evaporator with a closed refrigerant 
loop connecting these components (see Figure 1). 

-EVAPORATOR CONDENSER_ 
REFRIGERANT LOOP 

HEATABSORBED 
BY REFRIGERANT 

HEAT GIVEN UP 
BY REFRIGERANT 

Figure I. Air-to-air heat pump cycle. 

How Heat Pumps Work 

The name "heat pump" comes from the fact that the 
compressor of this machine seems to be "pumping" heat. 
The concept can be described by drawing an analogy be- 
tween the flow of heat and the flow of water. 

The driving force behind the flow of water may be an 
elevation difference. Similarly, the driving force behind 
the flow of heat is a temperature difference. Energy must 
be used by a "water pump" to overcome the driving force 
to transfer water from a lower elevation to a higher eleva- 
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tion. It is consistent with this analogy for energy to be 
used also by a "heat pump" to overcome the driving force 
to transfer heat from a lower temperature source to a 
higher temperature sink. This is indeed the case. With the 
use of a relatively small amount of electrical energy to 
drive a heat pump, it is possible to make abundant lower 
temperature energy available for higher temperature en- 
ergy applications, such as space heating a house. This is 
the concept by which heat is made available, but how does 
a heat pump transfer energy from the source to the sink 
(the space to be heated)? 

Air-to-air systems 

A description of the heating cycle of an air-to-air heat 
pump (Figure 1) will help you understand how a heat 
pump delivers heat to a house. The refrigerant, starting as 
a low temperature, low pressure vapor, enters a compres- 
sor driven by an electric motor. The refrigerant leaves the 
compressor as a hot, dense vapor and flows through a heat 
exchanger called the condenser, which transfers heat from 
the hot refrigerant to the room air, condensing the refrig- 
erant. 

The cooled high pressure refrigerant then passes 
through a device called an expansion valve. The expan- 
sion valve causes the pressure to drop, some of the refrig- 
erant vaporizes, and the temperature of the refrigerant 
drops. It next passes through a second heat exchanger, the 
evaporator, where heat transfer from the outside air heat 
source to the refrigerant takes place. The refrigerant flows 
to the compressor to complete the cycle. 

A heat pump becomes an air conditioner for cooling 
room air if the path of the refrigerant through the heat 
pump is reversed by a series of valves. The heat exchanger 
in contact with the room air now becomes the evaporator, 
and the heat exchanger in contact with the outside air is 
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